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Metallurgical Avaluation of a Method of Anti-Personnel

Defense for the Medium Tank N14Al

A.BSTRACT

Aa anti-personne" device consisting of explosive-laden pipes
atteacred to the side Of' the tank hull Wds. found to r~ama e the hull
upon ietonation. Cracks on the inside surface of the hull extend-
ing to a maximum depth of 0.40 and length of 6" were found directly
behiDd and parallel to the anti-personnel device mountiugs. It is
believed that these cracks will lower th~e resistance to subsequent
impacts of armor piercing and high explosive projectiles. Damage

-. to the armored vehicle may possibly be prevented by modifying the
device by using a smaller charie or by chenging to an explosive
of lower brisance.

1.. Reference ba~sic communication - APG 451.21/374-2093(r), wtu 451.25/
* 191(r), 3 February 19145. metallurgical examinatiop of a section cut from the

cast armor hull of a Medium Tank Mt4A1, No- 3070871, has been completed.

2. According to the basic letter, the tank was used in conjunction with
the development of a method of anti-personnel defense for combat vehicles.
Lengths Of 3/144 diameter pipe were welded to the sides of the hull and turret,

J ; Iloaded with explosives, and detonated. Photographs of the tank shoving the
details of attaching the pipe are shown in Figure 1. A strip of angle iron
was welded Into position between the two Pipes attached to the hull presum-
ably to prevent fragments resulting from the detonation of one pipe from per-

*forating the other. "The first my.Plosive loaded pipe detonated from this
mounting created a definite concave niche In the tank armor. The second pipe
detonated Ina the same location increased the concavity to a depth of approx-
imately 1/16"." 7-.

3. A section was flaK Au1t iroia1b * Whh3)kteLk~mesting was completed
and was submitted to this arsenal for examination to determine whether or not
the ballistic qualities of the armor had been affected by' either the welding
of the angle iron to the hull or the explosions.
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1'* Uamination of the submitted sample leads to the following conclu-
alons and observational

a Tb.. ballistic qualities of the armor nave been seriously
affected by* th~e detonations of the pipes. The inside surfaces of the hull
immediately in back of the pipes were cracked to a maximum depth of 0.140. the
Cracks extending for a length of 60 under the upper pipe and 3P under the
lower pipe.

b. It in not believed that the welding of the angle Iron to the

The shalow penetration welds showed no cracking whatsoever in the armor base

C. A fibre fracture test resulted in a completely fibrous fracture,
Indicating-that the hull had been satisfactorily heat treated. The hardness
of the hull was 248-255 Brinell. Radiographic examination, fracture testing,
end macroetching all ievealed the existence of a considerable amount of center-
lin, shrinkage. (3n3 - Type 3, Radioraphic spec. AS-14T6 Appendix 2, Rev. 1).

5. The submitted section was approximately lO"x16n In si2e, varying in
thickness from 20 at the lower end to lfN at the tipper end. The location of
the section is stiown in Figure 1 and a drawing sh~owing its details is contained
in Figure 2.

6. Tests conducted upon the submitted sample include the following:

a. klagnaflux.

b. Radiography.I
co Macroetch.j

d. Fracture anoa hardness suirvey* 4

7. Details of the tests follow:

a. V'ioull £xamjnation.

* The appearance of the surface of the casting after two successive
detonations of explosive laden pipes Is eriown in fieure 3. This region is In
the vicinity of th-,e apper pipe shown in figure 1, The concave depression Is
approximately 1116N deep. A photograph of the inside surface of the hull dir-
ectly in back of the area contained in Figure 3 is presented in Figure 14. A
crack approximately 1" in length Is visible in the as-raceivee& condition. A

* considerable amount of the white paint covering the interior of the hull has
been flaked off In the vicinity of the exploded pipes.

It is presumed that only one pipe was detonated in the lower -

*position. The surface of the casting; has been but slightly affected and no
* cracking of the back surface was visible in the as-reeived condition.
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b. iMagnafluxi Inspection.

The area on the back of the casting behind the upper pipe was
lightly sandpapered to remove the paint and scale after which the casting was
magnafluxe. using the dry powder method. Heavy ineications, developed over a
total length of 6", see Figure 5. The region behind the lower pipe was similar-
ly magnafluxed, exelpt that the surface received no prior sandipapering. Kagna-
flux indications covering a length of 3"l developed in this region, see 71gure 6.
In both cases tne magnatlux indications were directly behind and parallel to
the explosive laden pipes.

a. Radiographic Zzamination.

The areas in back of both the upper and lower pipes were radio-
graphed# Fairly extensive shrinkage (3B3 - Type B9 Spec. AXS-k176, Appendix 2,0
Rev4 1) was found throu~ehout the submitted sample. The crack in the upper
section of the casting *Ks detectable on the X-Ray negative, but the cracks
corresponc-ng to t ~e maenraflux ind~ications on the lower portion of the sample
could not be detectea.

d. Macroetch Tests.

;~iht sections approximately ~"wide and 80 long were machined
from the casting in the areas containing the magnaflux indications, sao
Figure 2. After surface grinding, the eight sections were sacroetched in a
hot 50% hydrochloric acid solution for approximately 20 minutes. The appear-
& nce of the macroetched sections taken from the vicinity of the uppier pipe io
shown In Figure 7. Figure 9 contains photorraphs of the macroetehed sections
cut from the vicinity of the lower pipe. All of the macroetched sections
reveal a considerable amount of centerline shrinkage. The white arrows in

* Figures 7 and 8 point to the cracks on the inside, surface of the hull casting*
These cracks are directly behind the area impacted by the force of the ex-
ploding pipes. The cracks behind the upper pipe are from 0.2" to 0.)42 deep
while those behind the lower pipe are from 0.2" to 0.3" deep.

Since the armor in the vicinity of the upper pipe is lJO thick
whereas in the vicinity of the lower pipe it is 2' thick, it to indicated that
the upper portion of the hull would be more vulnerable to damage by the ex-
plosion of the anti-personnel device.

The photographs in Figure 8 show the details of the welds
attaching the angle iron to the side of the hull. The welds consist of shallow
penetration beads. In one case the weld bead io cracked, but no cracks were
found in either the heat affected zone or the oase metal of the armor. It is
not believed that the welds, as made on the submitted sample, exert auy

* deleterioue effect upon the ballistic properties of the armor.

e. Fracture and, H.ardness Survey.

Aa 8flx6" section was cut from the sample, see Figure 2, and was
netched and fracturod by impact. Ths fracture was completely fibrous, with

4 some centerline shrinkage visible on the fractured surface- It is concluded
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tbat thes si~ject casting was satisfactorily heat treated and possessed
optimum resistance to shock.

A Brinell hardness survey conducted upon a section cut from

the casting showed hardnesses of 248-255 BEN. This hardness range is consid-
ered representative of production armor of the thicknesses involved.

8. The tests described in paragraph 7 demonstrate that the hull has

been damaged by the explosion of the anti-personnel device employed. Cracks
of the type initiated would be expacted to lover the resistance of the hull
to subsequent impacts of armor piercing or high explosive projectiles. For
safe performance, the anti-personnel device must consequently be modified
to prevent damage to the vehicle upon which it is mounted. This may be

accomplished either by reducing the amount of explosive charged into the pipes
or by replacing the explosive by one of lower brisance.

A. Hurlich
Assoc. Metallurgist

* APPROVED:

• ) E. L. RIIiD

Research Metallurgist
Acting Chief, Armor Section
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